1. Introduction {#sec1-1}
===============

The eye is the only organ in the body where the deep internal vasculature can be observed directly, noninvasively and in high resolution. Correlation between abnormalities in the retinal vasculature and abnormalities elsewhere in the body have been demonstrated in a diverse array of conditions including diabetes \[[@r1]\], hypertension \[[@r2]\], stroke \[[@r3],[@r4]\], Alzheimer's disease \[[@r3],[@r5]\], migraine \[[@r6]\] and glaucoma \[[@r7]\]. Each of these conditions manifests pathology in the microvasculature \[[@r8]--[@r13]\], which is the primary site of exchange between blood and tissue. Measurement of retinal blood flow, especially at the level of the microvasculature, therefore offers a unique advantage for the longitudinal study of vascular disease in humans.

Several techniques have become well established for the noninvasive measurement of blood flow in the human retina. These include laser Doppler flowmetry \[[@r14]\], laser speckle contrast imaging \[[@r15]\] and Doppler OCT \[[@r16]\]. These methods all rely on the relationship between the velocity of red blood cells and the changes in frequency imparted to light that is scattered from them \[[@r17]\]. These techniques provide repeatable measures of blood flow in the larger retinal vessels, but suffer from limited spatial and temporal resolution as well as low signal to noise ratio for vessels oriented more perpendicularly to the probe beam \[[@r18]--[@r20]\]. Erythrocyte scatter also obfuscates the relationship between the frequency and velocity spectrum, limiting the ability to measure absolute velocities via such indirect approaches \[[@r14]\]. These issues render the above techniques ineffective for study of the microvasculature, although some approximations have been made \[[@r18],[@r21]\].

The required spatial resolution to image the microvasculature can be achieved using adaptive optics, a technology that reshapes the optical wavefronts emanating from the eye \[[@r22]\] to achieve diffraction-limited resolution (\<2 μm). This is more than sufficient for visualization of the smallest retinal capillaries (\~5 μm diameter). Previous work using adaptive optics scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (AOSLO) has taken advantage of the rarity of leukocytes in the blood stream to track them individually and so quantify flow \[[@r23]\]. This approach revealed marked variability in leukocyte velocity and pulsatility, between capillaries and between subjects, in normal retina \[[@r24]\]. The most direct, or thoroughfare, capillaries were seen to account for \~2/3 of all leukocyte traffic \[[@r25]\]. Thoroughfare capillaries were shown to preferentially undergo morphological changes in pre-clinical diabetic retina, leading to leukocytes being redistributed to exchange capillaries \[[@r26]\] and confirming recent evidence of leukocyte-based microvascular disruption in diabetes \[[@r27],[@r28]\].

Although useful to study in its own right, leukocyte flow is not a good surrogate for erythrocyte flow due to the former's larger size, reduced deformability \[[@r29]\] and relative rarity in the blood \[[@r30]\]. Erythrocyte flow has its own obvious importance in disease processes as the carrier of oxygen to tissue. Erythrocyte flow in capillaries was not able to be measured unambiguously in previous adaptive optics work due to limitations in spatial and temporal resolution \[[@r25]\]. An alternate approach in which the scanning raster of an AOSLO is fixed in one dimension has allowed precise measurements to be made along the cross-section of larger vessels \~30-100 μm in diameter \[[@r31]\]. This has allowed the flow profile to be characterized in these vessels, as well as changes to be measured resulting from the cardiac cycle \[[@r32]\] and from visual stimulation of the retina \[[@r33]\]. However this technique is also not suited to study of erythrocyte flow in the microvasculature.

To directly visualize erythrocytes in retinal capillaries we combined the spatial resolution afforded by adaptive optics, the temporal resolution of a fast sCMOS camera, and a supercontinuum laser that allows us to selectively deliver imaging light that is strongly absorbed by hemoglobin. While confocal AOSLO systems typically focus on an intermediate position between the capillary bed and the photoreceptor mosaic to aid image registration, our flood-based ophthalmoscope is able to accurately register data while focused directly on the capillary bed. This overall approach allows us to directly and unambiguously visualize the flow of individual erythrocyte packets, separated by plasma gaps, in the retinal capillaries. This direct visualization of spatiotemporally dense and high contrast moving particles lends itself to particle image velocimetry (PIV), which was used to quantify erythrocyte flow.

We provide details here on our methodology, the adaptation of standard PIV approaches to suit our data, and validation of measured velocities against a noisy phantom data set. We use our approach to report on the statistics of normal erythrocyte velocity and velocity fluctuations both within and across capillaries in a normal human subject.

2. Methods {#sec1-2}
==========

The subject, who is also the first author, was a healthy, nonsmoking, 29 year old male with no ocular pathology or significant refractive error. The project was carried out in accordance with the tenets of the Declaration of Helsinki, and approved by the University of Melbourne Human Ethics Committee.

2.1. Adaptive optics imaging {#sec2-1}
----------------------------

The imaging system is a flood adaptive optics ophthalmoscope that has been described elsewhere \[[@r34]\], with the exception that the retinal camera is now an Andor NEO sCMOS device (Andor Technology PLC, Belfast, UK). The main functional difference brought about by this change is the much greater frame rate. It is also somewhat more sensitive, with peak sensitivity at 600 nm (0.57 quantal efficiency). The device operates in two distinct shutter modes: rolling and global. Rolling shutter produces a staggered exposure between adjacent pixel rows (10 μs delay between each row) which allows the frame rate to be doubled in most cases. This staggered exposure was deemed unsuitable for monitoring of blood flow in 2 dimensions due to the high flow velocity, and we instead used global shutter which exposes all pixels simultaneously. The device is capable of a sustained 50 fps at full frame (2560 x 2160) using global shutter, however the frame rate can be greatly increased by restricting the region of interest in the vertical direction, due to the way in which data is read out from the sensor. We limited the vertical extent to 200 pixels (70 μm) to achieve a frame rate of 460 fps for this work. It was not necessary to update the adaptive optics correction during the acquisition of our sequences, which were 60 frames (130 ms) in length.

The sCMOS camera outputs a digital signal indicating the beginning of each frame exposure. This output was used to trigger our imaging source, producing a train of exposures each 1.07 ms long. As previously described \[[@r34]\], our imaging source is a supercontinuum laser that is passed through acousto-optic tunable filters to select narrow wavebands of interest for imaging, and then through 32 m of multimode fiber to minimize speckle. In this work we selected wavebands centered on 593 nm. This provided near-optimal erythrocyte contrast, taking into account the variance with wavelength of both the maximum permissible exposure (MPE) \[[@r35]\] and the output of our laser. Power at the cornea was 0.5 mW, which is \~35 times below the MPE for each 130 ms imaging sequence according to ANSI guidelines \[[@r35]\]. 5 imaging sequences were acquired in the same area and presented for analysis in this work.

Functional imaging of the cortex has shown changes in capillary flow to occur as quickly as 400 ms after the onset of neuronal activity \[[@r36]\]. Our 130 ms acquisition time is therefore anticipated to be too short for a metabolic effect to occur as a result of neuronal stimulation by the imaging light. Changes in inner retinal flow are also known to be greatly reduced at high flicker rates \[[@r37]\], such as that of our imaging light.

2.2. Imaged area {#sec2-2}
----------------

[Figure 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 1Area of analysis. Top: Conventional fundus image (color) overlaid with an adaptive optics montage of the capillary network surrounding the foveal avascular zone (grayscale). A, V denotes arteries and veins. Bottom: Shows inset demarcated by yellow border in top. Arrows indicate direction of erythrocyte flow. Lower case letters denote capillary segments discussed in the text below. This is a region of high confluence, with 2 neighboring arterioles (A) delivering blood in opposing directions. shows a conventional retinal fundus photograph from our subject (color), registered with a motion-contrast enhanced \[[@r38]\] montage of the parafoveal capillary network obtained at 593 nm, using our previous camera at 12 fps \[[@r39]\]. Approximately 100 frames were acquired at each 1.1° diameter area to create the montage. Arterioles (A) and venules (V) are indicated on the figure. These were identified based on color and tracking of branches from the optic nerve head, and confirmed by observing the direction of flow in our sequences. The highlighted box and corresponding inset indicates the area that was analyzed in this work, which is close to the edge of the foveal avascular zone. This provided a capillary bed that was predominantly mono-stratified (to within \~0.1 D, or 35 μm) according to subjective judgment of capillary focus with our system; stepping the focus through the entire retinal thickness did not reveal any additional vessels beyond this layer at this retinal location. The area chosen is also a highly chaotic zone in which 2 nearby arterioles deliver supply from opposite directions; the area displayed many sharp branch points and sudden changes in velocity. The direction of flow in each capillary segment (red arrows) was determined both subjectively and using PIV analysis (below), which were in excellent agreement.

2.3. Image registration {#sec2-3}
-----------------------

After acquisition of image sequences, background noise was subtracted from the raw images. These were then divided by a flat-field image, which was generated by collecting several hundred frames of data at the same wavelength, at a slower frame rate, in which the subject was instructed to move fixation erratically.

Image sequences were registered using cross-correlation with sub-pixel accuracy. Prior to registration, images were filtered in Fourier space to reduce noise, using a bandpass filter that masked spatial details \<0.7 μm or \>18 μm in size. This filter was tapered using a raised-cosine function (peaking at 1 in the image center and trailing to 0 at the edge) to reduce the introduction of artifacts in the spatial image. Correction for angular rotation was necessary in our previous work at lower frame rate \[[@r34]\], but was not necessary with the current frame rate and short overall imaging time. Note that filtering was used only to determine correct image registration; final data sequences for PIV analysis were not filtered in this way.

The above procedure was sufficient to provide high quality registration with the focus at the level of the inner retinal capillaries, i.e. with minimal reliance on the underlying cone mosaic.

2.4. Enhancement of erythrocyte motion {#sec2-4}
--------------------------------------

The static contrast of capillaries and erythrocytes, relative to background tissue, was low. This is illustrated in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 2Sample of our imaging data. Top: a single frame at 593 nm, 1° nasal and 2° inferior to the foveal center, close to the edge of the foveal avascular zone. Bottom: Motion contrast enhancement of the same area, based on 60 frames of data (130 ms). The sequence itself is shown in Media 1. (top), which shows a raw frame from one of our data sequences. PIV approaches typically make use of a high contrast tracer particle \[[@r40]\] that can easily be divorced from the surrounding media; an analogue for measurement of retinal flow is fluorescein angiography \[[@r41]\], however this is an invasive technique. Fortunately the moving erythrocytes in our sequences produced large changes in contrast over time; this is best appreciated in the sequence [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} (Media 1), or by the "division" image analysis \[[@r38]\] of the same sequence in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} (bottom). A useful, direction-preserving method to accentuate such changes in the context of PIV was to subtract the first principal component from each pixel, using time as a variable. This was found to greatly eliminate static structural information while leaving erythrocyte motion intact; we filtered each data sequence in this way before analysis.

Another possible approach to enhance erythrocyte contrast would be to use multiple wavelengths to exploit the spectral absorption signature of hemoglobin, but we have previously found this to be of dubious reliability at the capillary level when viewed *in vivo* \[[@r39]\]. This approach is presumably frustrated by complex interference and scattering effects which outweigh wavelength-selective absorption in single erythrocytes, which are individually of low optical density.

2.5. Particle image velocimetry {#sec2-5}
-------------------------------

In PIV, each frame of the sequence is divided into small regions of interest (ROIs) and cross-correlated with a larger surrounding ROI from the previous frame \[[@r40]\]. The displacement of the peak of the cross-correlation function indicates the ensemble motion of particles present within the region. Larger ROIs correspond to faster maximum measurable velocity, while smaller ROIs correspond to better spatial resolution; the latter is important for measuring velocity changes along a vessel, while avoiding the influence of nearby vessels and crossing points. It is therefore important to select the ROI size based on known physiological constraints \[[@r40]\]. It is possible to expand the range of measurable velocities by employing search boxes of varying size, however this requires that a method be devised to select the most appropriate measurement at each position in the image.

It is apparent that there is no fixed ideal set of parameters for PIV analysis; the parameters reported here were chosen using trial and error to empirically maximize accuracy when applied to a known, noisy ("phantom") data set---see section 2.6 below. Each step in the algorithm was found to be useful in defeating a particular sub-class of errors in the phantom data set. The maximum velocity measurable was beyond the range of physiologically relevant capillary velocities \[[@r24],[@r25],[@r42]\], to ensure that no data was lost as a result of insufficient ROI size. The final parameters of our algorithm were as follows:

1.  Minimum velocity: 1.5 pixels/frame (0.24 mm/s)

2.  Maximum velocity: 15, 25, or 30 pixels/frame (2.4, 4.0, 4.8 mm/s)---3 separate analyses

3.  Small ROI size: 32 pixels (11. 2 x 11.2 μm)

4.  Large ROI size: 48, 80 or 96 pixels (17, 28 or 34 μm)---chosen based on max. velocity

Since the axis of motion at each point on a capillary cannot change, we arrived at an overall direction of motion for each sample point by taking the median flow angle over an image sequence. Vectors more than 30° from this value were rejected as noise-evoked outliers, and the median angle of the remaining vectors taken again. To determine speed, these vectors were projected onto the direction found above, and the median of the resulting lengths was taken. A minimum of 6 measurements were required for a point to be considered valid data, to minimize background noise. The final array of flow vectors was passed through a 2D median filter, which further suppressed background noise. This stringent approach had the disadvantage that no data was recorded for some capillary segments.

To determine how velocity varied over shorter time scales we employed a rolling temporal window of 15 frames (33 ms) duration, which is equivalent to passing the velocity signal through a lowpass filter. The same procedure as above was applied, however the initial direction of motion as determined for all frames was used as the starting direction. This greatly assisted in correctly rejecting spurious motion in this much smaller number of measurements, however, it did leave the algorithm blind to any rapid reversals in motion. Visual inspection of our data did not reveal any reversals to occur, and if they did, these would be visible as gaps in the velocity trace for a given capillary segment.

Analysis with three different maximum velocities was used to increase the range of valid measurable velocities. A robust method to select the most appropriate velocity, determined empirically (see below), was to simply accept the fastest of the 3 measurements.

2.6. Phantom data set {#sec2-6}
---------------------

We generated a model, or phantom, data set to allow us to empirically determine a robust approach for velocity estimation from quantifiably noisy data. We used software to construct an imaging field of the same nominal size, consisting of straight, invisible "vessels" oriented in various directions on a white background. Each vessel was populated with black rectangular "erythrocyte" packets (5.0 x 12 μm in dimension), with a 12 μm gap between each packet. In succeeding frames of the phantom sequence these packets were propagated at constant speed along each vessel, with the speed for different vessels chosen to span the known physiological range of capillary velocities \[[@r24],[@r25],[@r42]\]. To each pixel of each binary frame was added a sufficient level of white noise such that the PIV approach of section 2.5 rejected a similar percentage of frame pairs as for our actual image data. In this way we regarded the phantom set as being sufficiently degraded in image quality so as to mimic the real data.

[Figure 3](#g003){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 3Phantom data set for validation of measured velocities, consisting of 7 modeled capillaries. Grayscale: a single frame from the phantom data sequence. Modeled erythrocyte clusters are visible as dark rectangular patches. Color overlay: Velocity vectors in each region of interest. Speed is denoted both by arrow length and color. Numbers: median velocity ± median absolute difference (true velocity). Units are mm/s. Velocity measurements were derived by considering a line of points (minimum 10 per vessel) that were closest to the vessel center. (grayscale) shows a single frame from a phantom data sequence, while the colored arrows show the PIV analysis for the entire 60 frame sequence. Both arrow color and length indicate the measured velocity. Points devoid of coloured arrows did not pass the acceptability criteria described in section 2.5; i.e. the data was not differentiated from noise. The numbers listed over each vessel segment show median velocity ± median absolute difference of the line of points closest to the center of each vessel. The numbers in parantheses indicate the true (input) velocity. Measurements close to a crossing point were ignored. There were a minimum of 10 readings for each vessel. The error rate ranged from 0 to 7% from the true velocity, confirming the robustness of this approach in the face of a noisy data set. We are therefore confident to state that, away from branch and crossing points, our margin for error in measured velocity in our actual imaging sequences is \<10%.

2.7. Reporting of velocity {#sec2-7}
--------------------------

A potential limitation of our measurements is that motion is only measured transversely in the retina (i.e., along the surface of our detector) as opposed to along the true capillary detection, which may contain an axial component. This is a minor limitation because most capillaries are oriented almost entirely transversely in the retina \[[@r43]\], and strong exceptions to this rule should be readily apparent from our sequences by changes in erythrocyte packet length along a given capillary. It was not possible to detect any such changes in the area that we imaged here.

It should be noted that even though data is reported only for a single subject, the large number of erythrocytes contributing to each velocity measurement in each capillary afford good reliability compared with leukocyte tracking methods \[[@r24],[@r25]\] which rely on a smaller number of samples due to the scarcity of leukocytes in the blood stream.

Measurements of particle displacement were converted into absolute distances by adjusting for measured axial length of the subject's eye, which was 23.97 mm. This was measured with an Axis II ultrasound device (Quantel Medical, Clermont-Ferrand, France).

3. Results {#sec1-3}
==========

[Figure 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 4PIV analysis (median velocity) from the same image sequence as in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} (Media 1). Imaging wavelength was 593 nm, imaged area was 1° nasal and 2° inferior to the foveal center. Diameter of displayed region is \~0.8 x 0.2°. Grayscale: motion contrast enhanced "division" image \[[@r38]\] from this sequence. Color arrows: Velocity vectors in each region of interest. Speed is denoted both by arrow length and color. Letters: Labeled capillary segments referred to in the text; labels correspond to those in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. shows the median velocity over the course of the same data sequence from [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} (Media 1). Velocity is represented both by arrow length tangential to the vessel orientation, and by arrow color. Spatial variability was high even over the small area shown (\~0.8 x 0.2°), with erythrocyte velocities ranging from \~0.5-3.1 mm/s across space in this sequence. The variability can be further appreciated in [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"} (Media 1).

It is instructive to divide the capillaries into segments; we defined a length of vessel as a capillary segment if it consisted of at least 5 data points along the vessel that were unbroken by missing data or a branch/crossing, and in which single file erythrocyte flow was subjectively apparent. We noted cases of marked variability along several capillary segments, including between consecutive segments where no branching had occurred. For example, in [Fig. 4](#g004){ref-type="fig"}, segment **u** shows markedly reduced velocity compared to the upstream and downstream segments **j** and **a**. This behavior is assumedly a result of the crossing vessels bounding segment **u**. It is also interesting to note the downstream increase in speed along segment **a**, which must indicate either widening of the capillary segment, or erythrocytes "catching up" to the less impeded \[[@r44]\] flow of plasma. In a separate sequence (not shown), instead segment **u** maintained a relatively constant velocity (1.55 ± 0.09 mm/s), while the surrounding segments were far more variable (1.51 ± 0.48 and 1.23 ± 0.32 mm/s for **j** and **a**). In other words, in that sequence segment **u** was likely buffered against changes in velocity by traffic in the crossing segments.

[Figure 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 5PIV analysis (standard deviation) from an image sequence showing marked variability of flow over time, as well as location. The corresponding sequence is shown in Media 2. Grayscale: motion contrast enhanced "division" image \[[@r38]\] from this sequence. Color arrows: Standard deviation of velocity in time, using temporal windows 15 frames (33 ms) long. Standard deviation is denoted both by arrow length and color. Letters: Labeled capillary segments referred to in the text; labels correspond to those in [Fig. 1](#g001){ref-type="fig"}. shows the standard deviation in velocity over the course of a sequence that showed high temporal variability. Arrow length and color both denote the standard deviation in velocity, with each individual time point incorporating 15 frames of data as explained above. The variability inherent in this sequence can be further appreciated in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} (Media 2), which shows the original data sequence together with an overlay of the rolling temporal PIV analysis. Flow in the entire capillary network in this area can be seen to increase dramatically

over the course of the sequence. To derive an overall velocity measure for each capillary segment, we took the median of all data points that lay along the vessel and were oriented along the apparent vessel direction on the motion contrast image. [Figure 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 6Velocity in each capillary segment in the same image sequence shown in [Fig. 5](#g005){ref-type="fig"} (Media 2). Velocity generally increased throughout the course of this sequence. Blue plots indicate capillary segments **e**, **g**, **m** and **w** that were present in all sequences, and are analyzed in [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"}. Red plots indicate segments **a** (asterisks) and **u** (crosses), which are consecutive and are referred to in the text. shows the result of this analysis, in which the velocity in each segment is seen to ramp up throughout the duration of the sequence. It is worth noting that velocity in consecutive segments **u** and **a** (plotted in red) increased dramatically, but with the change in downstream segment **a** preceding upstream segment **u** by some 40 ms. This presumably corresponds to upstream "traffic" in the venous direction that has caused a back-propagation of resistance up the vessel.

The global correlation in velocity evident in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"} was not apparent in the other sequences. To illustrate this, [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} Fig. 7Velocity in the same 4 capillary segments across 5 image sequences. Each panel corresponds to the same capillary segment, and each plot color corresponds to the same image sequence. shows the velocity plots for each of the 4 segments plotted in blue in [Fig. 6](#g006){ref-type="fig"}. These segments (**e**, **g, m** and **w**) were visible in all 5 sequences analyzed. Each panel of [Fig. 7](#g007){ref-type="fig"} corresponds to a segment, and each plot to a data sequence. Of interest is that a) a given capillary segment was able to have a diverse array of mean velocity and variability in velocity; b) in the same image sequence some capillaries changed velocity markedly while others remained highly constant; and c) during the sequence of generally increasing velocity, the segments did not all increase their velocity at the same time.

Although we have presented data here only from selected sequences that provide the most clear and illustrative examples, interested readers may obtain the entirety of our velocity data upon request.

4. Discussion {#sec1-4}
=============

We have demonstrated and validated a technique that allows direct, noninvasive visualization of erythrocyte packets flowing in single file through capillaries in the living human retina. The range of erythrocyte velocities in the measured area (0.3--3.3 mm/s range, mean 1.3 mm/s) agrees well with previously published figures for retinal leukocytes in humans \[[@r24],[@r25]\] and for cerebral erythrocytes in animals (see \[[@r42]\] for review). Our observation of marked variability in the distribution of erythrocyte velocities across space and time also echoes observations made by others \[[@r45]--[@r47]\].

Additional observations of interest, noted above, included: the potential for global velocity in the imaged area to correlate between all capillary segments, which was likely related to cardiac activity; slowing and buffering of changes to flow resulting from contact by neighbouring capillaries, which was likely due to compressive effects on the capillary lumen; variations in velocity along capillary segments in the absence of any branching, due either to alterations in resistance along short lengths of a capillary or to differences between plasma and erythrocyte velocity; and changes in velocity propagating upstream in a vessel, likely due to downstream "traffic".

Passive fluctuations in capillary flow are thought to occur as a result of interaction between the vessels (geometry, redundancy and compliance) and the stochastic variations that occur in the number and size of erythrocytes \[[@r44],[@r46],[@r48]\]. This causes large fluctuations to occur at rates that are not readily comparable to the heart or respiration rates---full range fluctuations have been noted to occur as quickly as 40-90 Hz \[[@r46]\], or as slow as 0.1 Hz \[[@r45]\]. In other words, although heart and respiration rates are an important source of variability in capillary velocity \[[@r25]\], it is by no means a straightforward relationship; large amounts of data are potentially required to meaningfully characterize mean velocity or pulsatility of each capillary. This somewhat limits the usefulness of analyzing the flow dynamics of any single capillary.

A more practical approach may be to analyze the overall network properties of the capillary plexus in a given location. Mounting evidence suggests that the heterogeneity of flow in the capillary network is adjusted based on the metabolic needs of the tissue, with flow being redistributed to more homogeneous patterns under metabolic challenge \[[@r42],[@r47],[@r49]--[@r52]\]. Modeling predicts this redistribution to significantly improve metabolite exchange with tissue, especially oxygen extraction \[[@r53]\]. Redistribution of flow may result from constriction/dilation of pericytes \[[@r54]\] or pre-capillary arterioles \[[@r55]\]. If capillary heterogeneity is indeed linked to metabolic needs, a useful measure of heterogeneity should vary little in a given retinal location under the same adaptation and environmental conditions, as in our experiment. Comparing instantaneous velocity for the imaged capillary network across all time points in our sequences, mean network velocity was 1.33 ± 0.28 mm/s, while standard deviation in network velocity was 0.65 ± 0.12 mm/s. However the ratio of these parameters (standard deviation / mean) was more constant with time (0.50 ± 0.056). This implies that under constant metabolic need, transient increases in network velocity are accompanied by commensurate increases in the variability between capillary segments. Further work is currently underway to establish the range of normative values for capillary heterogeneity in healthy subjects both at baseline and under metabolic activity (e.g. hypoxia/hypercapnia and functional stimulation). This will allow comparisons to be made to cases of vascular disease, to learn how baseline and autoregulatory dynamics in flow may be compromised at the capillary level.

The rules governing division of flow at capillary branches are of interest. If it is assumed that the local haematocrit does not change significantly after a branch, Kirchoff's circuit law suggests that the velocity prior to the branch should be the sum of the velocities after the branch. This was observed to be the case in certain vessels; for example, segment **e** branches into segments **d** and **g**, with the component velocities summing to within 1% of **e** in one sequence and within 10% in another sequence. However this assumption was violated in other segments; for example in one sequence the branches **m** and **n** from segment **k** gave only 70% of the total velocity of segment **k**. Therefore it is apparent that the local haematocrit must be allowed to vary between branches, as has been reported by others \[[@r47],[@r50],[@r51]\]. This result is expected from theory---in fact, in the absence of stochastic variations in erythrocyte size and position within the capillary, all erythrocytes would follow the branch offering the lowest resistance \[[@r44]\]. Variations in haematocrit mean that measurement of velocity alone is insufficient to completely characterize the dynamics of capillary flow. It should be possible for local haematocrit data to be extracted from our sequences, for example by counting intensity minima passing each point along a capillary. There is still some uncertainty in this approach, since the number of erythrocytes comprising each packet is not known (see below). For this reason a more practical measure may be to simply quantify the proportion of a capillary segment that is occupied by erythrocytes.

We cannot state whether each and every moving erythrocyte packet in our sequences (e.g. see [Fig. 2](#g002){ref-type="fig"}, Media 1) is a single erythrocyte, or a small number of erythrocytes traveling in apposition. Erythrocyte diameter is \~8 μm when not being forced through the capillary bed, while measured packet length was \~10-12 μm. Erythrocytes are known to lengthen somewhat in the capillaries \[[@r56]\], as a result of their relatively liquid center \[[@r48]\] and the \~5 μm capillary diameter. It should also be noted that we expect some artifactual enhancement of apparent packet length due to motion blur over our \~1 ms exposure time, on the order of \~0.5-3 μm according to our measured range of erythrocyte speeds. Given these considerations, it would be instructive to quantify erythrocyte packet length in different capillary segments. In practice to date, we have found this difficult because a given packet often changes in appearance between high and low contrast as it traverses the capillary bed. This could result from changes in specular reflection as the deformable packet conforms to the shape of the capillary wall, or from interference between the anterior and posterior faces of the capillary wall (which are only 5 μm apart and so within the \~7 μm coherence length of our imaging light source \[[@r34]\]). Thus our rough estimate of packet length stems from a relatively small number of packets, taken between adjacent frames where the packet appearance remained at high contrast. We have therefore presented results here only for analysis of packet velocity, to which the PIV method is well suited.

A primary limitation to consider for this technique is the relatively short imaging wavelength that was used to maximize erythrocyte contrast (593 nm), compared to the longer wavelengths that are more typically used to enhance patient comfort and reduce the risk of light exposure damage. To determine whether such a short imaging wavelength was truly necessary, we repeated our imaging procedure using 720 nm light. Dark, moving erythrocyte packets were still apparent, with reduced signal to noise ratio, such that our PIV algorithm obtained useful velocity measures in only \~1/2--2/3 of capillary segments compared with 593 nm. The 720 nm data was also much more sensitive to small changes in image quality. Despite the reduced signal to noise ratio, contrast was in fact much higher than expected based solely on the ratio of hemoglobin absorption between these wavelengths, which is more than an order of magnitude. This suggests that scatter and/or interference \[[@r39]\] effects dwarf the absorption of light due to hemoglobin alone, when imaging individual erythrocyte packets in the capillaries. This limits the measurement of hemoglobin content via spectral means in these smallest of vessels. For the purposes of improving contrast for velocity measurement, any interference present may be enhanced by increasing the spatial coherence (confining the illumination delivery within the pupil) and the temporal coherence (reducing the bandwidth) of the illumination.

It is worth noting that after the desired focus was set, all acquired sequences were used for analysis. Thus the PIV method did not seem to have any stringent image quality requirement over and above the typical AO imaging work that we have undertaken in the past \[[@r34],[@r39]\]. In other words, efficiency of data collection was high, which mitigates concerns about the somewhat lower MPE at 593 nm. To further mitigate these concerns we allowed an average of 2-3 minutes to elapse between acquisition of each sequence. To achieve more efficient data collection in a larger number of subjects, it may be prudent to acquire sequences from each desired retinal eccentricity in series, repeating this entire process as many times as desired, to further minimize exposure of each individual area of the retina. To prevent loss of data quality it is recommended to restrict analysis to areas in which there is effectively single stratification of the capillary bed, for example in the region immediately surrounding the foveal avascular zone.

An important step in the application of PIV to our data was the rejection of spurious individual velocity measurements, based on presumed physiological constraints on erythrocyte speed and the direction of flow. However under the influence of disease and age, there is potential for marked slowing or acceleration of erythrocyte velocity and/or the formation of abnormal capillary geometry (e.g. micro-aneurysms, anastomoses). This may necessitate that outliers be identified by statistical methods \[[@r57]--[@r58]\], rather than preconceptions of the likely range of values. Beyond these limitations, data acquisition will be limited in ways typical for flood adaptive optics imaging in general, namely by the presence of scattering media and small pupils in the aged eye, poor fixation, or large amounts of higher order aberrations that are not well corrected by the deformable mirror. Data from more subjects are required to evaluate the influence of aged, diseased or otherwise difficult eyes on the approach detailed here.

The PIV and division \[[@r39]\] approaches discussed above successfully identified the majority of capillary segments in our sequences. However the signal to noise ratio was observed to be low in several capillary segments in which motion was nonetheless subjectively identified with relative ease. This was especially true in regions that approached branch points and neighboring vessels. While the reliability of such subjective analysis is debatable, it is possible that approaches can be borrowed from investigations of complex human motion perception and used to more accurately characterize the blood flow statistics of these relatively low contrast data sets.

5. Conclusions {#sec1-5}
==============

We have devised a method to directly and noninvasively visualize erythrocytes flowing in single file in capillaries in the living human eye. The method lends itself well to particle image velocimetry for the quantification of erythrocyte velocity, which has confirmed high spatiotemporal variability in flow of erythrocytes in retinal capillaries. Our method complements other tools for the assessment of blood flow in the retina, which include assessment of retinal leukocyte dynamics \[[@r25],[@r26]\], erythrocyte flow profiles in arterioles and venules \[[@r31],[@r32]\], and velocity in the larger retinal vessels via Doppler/speckle measurement \[[@r14]--[@r16]\]. Together these tools allow the noninvasive study of flow dynamics in retinal vessels of any caliber in the living human eye, which has important ramifications not only for study of retinal disease but also for diseases of the cerebrovascular and cardiovascular systems.
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